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High Dynamic Range (HDR) technology (capture and display), can offer high 
levels of immersion through a dynamic range that meets and exceeds that of the 
Human Visual System (HVS). This increase in immersion comes at the cost of 
higher bitrate requirements, which necessitate the development of efficient HDR-
relevant coding solutions. Efficient perception-based compression of HDR 
imagery requires models that capture accurately the various masking effects 
experienced by the HVS under HDR conditions, so that bits are not wasted 
coding redundant imperceptible information. In this paper we present two 
psychovisual experiments that we carried out with the aid of a high dynamic 
range display, in order to determine potential differences between Standard 
Dynamic Range (SDR) and HDR edge masking (EM) and luminance masking 
(LM) effects. The EM experimental results indicate that the visibility threshold is 
higher for the case of HDR content than SDR, especially on the dark background 
side of an edge. The LM experimental results suggest that the HDR visibility 
threshold is higher compared to SDR for both dark and bright luminance 
backgrounds. 
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ABSTRACT
High Dynamic Range (HDR) technology (capture and dis-
play), can offer high levels of immersion through a dynamic
range that meets and exceeds that of the Human Visual Sys-
tem (HVS). This increase in immersion comes at the cost of
higher bitrate requirements, which necessitate the develop-
ment of efficient HDR-relevant coding solutions. Efficient
perception-based compression of HDR imagery requires
models that capture accurately the various masking effects
experienced by the HVS under HDR conditions, so that bits
are not wasted coding redundant imperceptible information.
In this paper we present two psychovisual experiments that
we carried out with the aid of a high dynamic range display,
in order to determine potential differences between Standard
Dynamic Range (SDR) and HDR edge masking (EM) and lu-
minance masking (LM) effects. The EM experimental results
indicate that the visibility threshold is higher for the case of
HDR content than SDR, especially on the dark background
side of an edge. The LM experimental results suggest that the
HDR visibility threshold is higher compared to SDR for both
dark and bright luminance backgrounds.

Index Terms— High Dynamic Range Imaging, Human
Visual System, Psychophysical Experiment, Image and Video
Compression

1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional Standard Dynamic Range (SDR) imaging
achieves around 2 orders of dynamic range using a 24-bit
per pixel encoding format. In the real-world, luminance lev-
els can vary a lot more, with the human visual system (HVS)
being able to adapt from scotopic (10−5 − 10 cd/m2) to pho-
topic (10−106 cd/m2) conditions [1, 2]. State of the art High
Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging methods can cover such a
dynamic range by using higher bit-depths for the luminance
channel. The perceptual advantage of the resulting HDR
image and video content is expected to be greatest when the
content is displayed on HDR displays (e.g. the Dolby Labora-
tories prototype HDR display used herein). HDR displays are
capable of rendering a much larger range of luminance values
than conventional displays. This is achieved through the use
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of spatially varying backlight which modifies the brightness
of a conventional LCD panel thus extending its luminance
range both towards the darker as well as lighter values. The
backlight can either be a projector or a panel of individu-
ally controllable LEDs [3]. Using the latter technology the
authors of [3] achieved a peak luminance of 8500 cd/m2.

HDR images and videos require a much larger storage
space and occupy substantially more transmission bandwidth
than SDR content due to the higher bit-depth used. This cre-
ates the need for efficient compression of HDR content and
hence an understanding of the masking effects and other per-
ceptual redundancies that results from the increase in contrast.
A robust HVS model is required for capturing these effects
and guiding the compression process, leading to manageable
coding bitrates for a given target perceptual quality.

A large amount of research on the characteristics of the
HVS has been carried out over the past 20 years studying
effects such as luminance masking, edge masking and the
spatial and temporal frequency sensitivity of the HVS. These
masking phenomena and the varying HVS distortion sensi-
tivity associated with them can be modeled by means of the
Just Noticeable Distortion (JND) concept [4]. The JND con-
cept refers to the minimum visibility threshold below which
no difference can be detected by a human eye under partic-
ular viewing conditions. Because of non-linearities in the
HVS, the visibility of noise depends on the background pat-
tern upon which the noise is superimposed [5]. Girod [5, 6]
has presented masking at luminance edges as an important
nonlinear psychovisual effect, indicating that noise becomes
more visible on the bright side of a luminance step, especially
for low contrast edges. Safranek [7] and Shen [8] performed
luminance masking psychovisual experiments, the results of
which indicated that the noise visibility threshold increases
in both low and high luminance levels, especially with a low
luminance background. Both of these previous studies have
been performed under SDR conditions - SDR content dis-
played on an SDR display. The contrast of the luminance
edges in the experiment of [5] and the luminance levels ex-
plored by [7] and [8] were both in the low dynamic range.

In this paper we describe two psychovisual experiments
performed on a Dolby HDR display using HDR stimuli with
the aim of exploring potential differences in the noise visibil-
ity threshold between HDR and SDR viewing conditions. Ex-
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Fig. 1: Example stimulus: (a) Stimulus for EM experiment,
(b) Stimulus for LM experiment.

periment 1 examines Edge Masking (EM) for HDR, and ex-
periment 2 investigates Luminance Masking (LM) for HDR.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the experimental setup. Section 3 describes
the experiment design and analysis while Section 4 reports
and comments on the obtained results. Finally Section 5 con-
cludes the paper and points out some possible future work.

2. APPARATUS AND STIMULI

A 37 inch Dolby Laboratories prototype HDR display (code-
name “Seymour”) with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels
was employed in the study. The display has an individually
controllable LED backlight array, which in conjunction with
the LCD front panel generates a calibrated luminance range
between 0.07 and 3548 cd/m2 [9]. The display is located in
a dark room (painted black) to minimize ambient light scat-
ter that can influence the experimental results. Display cal-
ibration was carried out through automatic generation of lu-
minance patterns and use of a Photo Research PR-670 Spec-
troradiometer, leading to a custom luminance level look-up-
table. The Matlab video toolbox of [10] and the PsychTool-
box of [11] were employed to present the LDR and HDR stim-
uli on the HDR display with the aid of OpenGL. The Dolby
8Bit+ mode was used to transport the stimuli to the HDR dis-
play. The backlight LEDs are driven by one scanline every
third row of a stimulus image. The viewing distance to the
display was fixed at 1.45 m for both the EM and LM experi-
ments, which resulted in a single pixel subtending a visual an-
gle of approximately 1 arcmin, thus making individual pixels
indistinguishable to human vision.

The HVS is capable of distinguishing contrasts over a
range of 3.7 log cd/m2 under specific viewing conditions [9].
A pilot study indicated that luminance edges at the higher end
of this contrast range caused participant fatigue thus affecting
the visibility threshold recorded. For this reason the two types
of luminance edge used in the EM experiment had a contrast
of 2.29 log cd/m2 for the case of LDR and 3.32 log cd/m2

for HDR [12]. We employed a Gabor grating with a spatial
frequency of 3.5 cycles per degree for all experiments (Figure
1a). Van Nes and Bouman [13] have indicated that the HVS is
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of the EM experiment.

the most sensitive to contrast at spatial frequencies of about 2
to 5 cycles per degree, depending on the adaptation level. The
adjustment of the Gabor grating follows Weber’s law, which
states that ∆I/I = c, where I is the background luminance
level and ∆I is the amplitude of the grating in log space. The
size of the stimulus is 1080 × 25 pixels, corresponding to ap-
proximately 1◦ of the observer’s viewing angle. We tested five
different distances to the edge for the Gabor grating, ranging
from 0 - ±24 arcmin on the HDR display (0; ±6; ±12; ±18;
±24 arcmin respectively)

Viewer fatigue considerations lead us to limit the maxi-
mum luminance I value used in the LM experiment as well
(max luminance of 3.5 log cd/m2). The stimulus used in the
LM experiment is shown in Figure 1b. The dimension of the
rectangular patch in the middle of the stimulus is 320 × 180
pixels which corresponds to approximately 2 degrees of vi-
sual angle, the visual angle covered by the fovea [14, 15].
During calibration of the HDR display we discovered that the
brightness levels produced by the LED backlights varied with
time. As a result and in order to produce consistent luminance
levels during all experiments we fixed the value of the LED
backlights to the luminance level of each background. For
producing the rectangular patch, we varied the values sent to
the LCD panel. The adjustment of the ∆I of the patch fol-
lows the look-up-table which was created during calibration
with the use of a luminance meter.

Figures 2 and 3 show the adaptation target image that was
displayed inbetween the stimuli. The adaptation image con-
sists of achromatic spatial 1/f noise (pink noise) [16] with
average luminance equal to that of each stimulus and an am-
plitude variation of ±0.3 log cd/m2. The use of pink noise
makes the adaptation target somewhat closer to natural im-
ages in the statistical sense. It also helps participants to stay
focused on the screen during inter-stimulus intervals [12].
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3. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
METHOD

We employ the three-alternative forced-choice (3AFC) paradigm
since this is a robust and efficient method for determining the
largest ∆I for which the stimulus can be detected. This is
followed by QUEST threshold analysis [17, 18].

Both experiments start with a three-minute adaptation
stage which allows the visual system of the observer to ad-
just to the adapting luminance. Ten demonstration trials take
place before the formal experiment allowing each participant
familiarization with the task. To prevent temporal masking
effects, an empty background is displayed before and after
the stimulus presentation. Both the stimulus and the empty
background are presented for 200 ms [12]. After both the
stimulus and the empty background have been presented, the
adaptation background is displayed for 10 seconds, allow-
ing the pupils and cones to return to the adaptation target’s
luminance level. Voting takes place during these 10 seconds.
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Fig. 5: Noise visibility thresholds in the presence of Low and
High contrast edge.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the EM experiment. The
contrast of the Gabor grating is randomized to appear on the
left or right of the edge at each trial, or to not appear at all.
The position of the stimulus appearance is randomly inter-
leaved between the dark and light background. The back-
ground is randomly flipped as well to ensure that the cones
remain in their steady state thus avoiding drifting adaptation
of the cones [19]. Participants are asked to indicate the side
of the edge containing the pattern by pressing < F > or
< J > on a keyboard, corresponding to left and right re-
spectively. Pressing space indicates an edge with no Gabor
grating. Space can also be used by participants when they
cannot recognise where the Gabor grating is. A transformed
up-down procedure (3 up / 1 down) with fixed step size was
used in this experiment. The assumption is that the visibil-
ity threshold can be easily detected as the point at or below
which the responses become random. An example of one of
the observers’ set of results is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the LM experiment. The
task for the observers is to indicate whether the patch has ap-
peared on the luminance background or not. A similar user
response interface has been employed as in the EM exper-
iment, pressing < F > if the rectangular patch has been
recognised, pressing < J > otherwise. For each specific lu-
minance background, the contrast of the patch decreases each
time a participant responds correctly, and increases until the
responses become random, as shown in Figure 4.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Experiment 1: Edge Masking

In this experiment, we measure differences in the noise vis-
ibility threshold comparing the case where an LDR contrast
edge is present with that for an HDR edge is present. Twenty
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Fig. 6: Visibility thresholds in the presence of high dynamic
range luminance background.

subjects participated in the experiment (13 male / 7 female),
ranging between 22 and 38 years of age. The observers had
normal or corrected to normal vision (20/20).

Figure 5 shows the visibility threshold in the presence of a
Low and High contrast edge. It can be seen that the visibility
threshold in the presence of a LDR luminance edge is lower
than the visibility threshold in the presence of an HDR lumi-
nance edge. This difference is more pronounced for the case
where the stimuli appear on the dark background. For both
LDR and HDR edges the visibility threshold is lower for the
light background side of the edge. These results suggest that
noise may be less detectable on the dark side of a luminance
edge and in particular the dark side of an HDR luminance
edge. This in turn indicates that quantization errors could be
hidden by a luminance edge masking effect on the darker side
of an edge, especially on the dark side of an HDR luminance
edge.

4.2. Experiment 2: Luminance Masking

The aim of this experiment was to establish the visibility
threshold in the presence of luminance masking for the case
of HDR luminance levels. Fourteen observers participated in
this study (13 male / 1 female), ranging between 20 and 29
years of age, all with normal or corrected to normal vision.
Twelve luminance levels were sampled in the range -0.9876
log cd/m2 to 3.5 log cd/m2, with more sampling points lo-
cated in the darker and brighter parts of this luminance range,
as shown in 6. A pilot study we did prior to the experiment
had indicated that the visibility threshold at the extreme parts
of this luminance range varied a lot more compared to the
mid-range. The luminance range tested corresponds to a
dynamic range of approximately 4.5 orders of magnitude.

Figure 6 shows the results of the LM experiment. The
results indicate that the visibility threshold has increased for
both dark and bright luminance backgrounds relative to the

luminance range corresponding to SDR (approximately -0.5
log cd/m2 to 1.5 log log cd/m2SDR). The HVS seems to be
very sensitive in the range 0.5 log cd/m2 - 1.8 log cd/m2.
The visibility threshold increases significantly at background
luminance levels below 0.5 log cd/m2 and it also increases,
but at a much reduced rate, for background luminance levels
above 1.8 log cd/m2. The increased standard deviation val-
ues observed at darker background luminance levels indicate
the difficulty of the HVS in detecting foreground changes at
these luminance levels. The findings of this experiment sug-
gest that quantization errors could be hidden by a background
luminance masking effect in the darker areas of an image.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Perception-based HDR image and video compression algo-
rithms must target the removal of noise that is imperceptible
to the HVS. This noise adds redundancy to the coded stream
and hampers the rate/quality performance of the codec. Re-
moving such redundancy requires good knowledge of how the
HVS operates. In this paper we presented two psychophysics
experiments that aim to extend this knowledge for the case
of HDR content. In particular the experiments studied the
noise visibility threshold in the presence of an HDR contrast
edge and the visibility threshold in the presence of an HDR
luminance background. Using a prototype Dolby HDR dis-
play we have established (EM experiment) that under specific
conditions the visibility threshold of the HVS is higher for
the case of HDR contrast edges, and particularly in the dark
background side of the edge. The luminance edge masking
effect is significantly higher on the dark background side than
light background side, suggesting that this is where quantiza-
tion errors should be hidden. The results of the LM exper-
iment indicated that the visibility threshold increases in the
presence of both dark and bright luminance backgrounds, but
more so with darker luminance backgrounds. Our future work
will concentrate on exploiting these findings in compressing
HDR image and video content.
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